
Hey guys,
My name is Harpreet and despite being a relatively new member of ballet (I knew I always 
wanted to dance but always thought it was too late or that I would be too busy!). But having 
taken the plunge last year, I absolutely loveee and have a passion for ballet and wish I got 
involved with the society much earlier!! 
I want this role as it would be really fun to get more involved with the society. I am guilty of 
buying a tonne of ballet dancewear and I enjoy being creative (see my snazzy poster ;)) when 
thinking of costume ideas that fit the theme/music, and think they are so important in the 
polished final piece! 
In terms of merch, I am also guilty of buying a lot of merch for a tonne of societies (you will 
see me in a krav maga hoodie even if I only went once lol eh hem..) so already have so many 
ideas for what next years merch can look like. I think merch holds such special memories for 
us all once graduated so would love to make sure it all looks fabulous!!
I am a good fit for the role as I love being savvy whilst finding sustainable and chic clothes, 
which could involve working closely with other societies to source costumes but adding our own 
ballet twists and extras! Being a medical student and a dog mum, I have had 4 years getting 
my organisation and time management skills down to the T and love working under pressure, 
so will be able to work well juggling responsibilities and communicating with both the teachers, 
external merchandise companies and fellow ballet society members. 
I know most of the beginners well and would love to get to know the other classes, so I can 
create merchandise that you guys want, alongside the other committee members even though a 
lot of iconic committee members are graduating this year :( but lets work together to keep 
ballet soc as one of the most inclusive and fun societies! (not to mention best dressed ;)) xx
P.S. My dog will 100% act as a ballet rep!!
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